
 

 

Expanded Learning for “Weathering the Storm” 
 

This handout expands what was learned in the original handout 
How to Weather the Storm at the Peak 

 
Steps to weather the storm at the peak: 

1. Find your most CALM, CONFIDENT, and CURIOUS self 
2. Observe (e.g., safety & body language) 
3. Change what you can (e.g., move people or objects away, turn down lights, turn off TV)  
4. Go silent - see expansion below 
5. Make a bid to engage - see expansion below 
6. Give the child an “out” vs an ultimatum 
7. Allow processing time - “I’ll wait until you are ready” 
8. Only go verbal again once child is re-regulating and responding to mini-bids  

 
Step 4: Going Silent 

● As long as everyone is safe, your primary job is to truly be and create calm (i.e., 
to calm the student’s system). 

● Going silent supports your efforts to calm yourself and the student’s system. Try 
counting four inhales and four exhales...this can be done while keeping your eye 
on other students and providing calming body language for the student who is 
experiencing the peak. 

● Staying silent can feel uncomfortable and/or may cause you to feel more anxiety. 
You may feel the need to rush to resolve the situation by doing or saying 
something. However, your silence now is an investment in the future. Your 
silence now is helping to ensure a return to homeostasis so that true learning can 
begin again. 

● During these moments of silence, you can also remind yourself of the following: 
○ If you are feeling stressed, the student is feeling that 10-fold. 
○ If the student could do “better” they would. 
○ The student is responding to a flood of emotion (i.e., responding to being 

dysregulated). 
○ Students are not inherently manipulative or mean-spirited. Trusting that 

they are well-intentioned will help them rise to your expectations to regain 
calm, agreeable behavior. 

○ The student may have acted before they could think (issue around motor 
planning and impulse control) and/or responded in a way that is familiar. 
As we all know, habits are hard to break! 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zixSFEJQeNEC7C1ibxdYUvjLBrjoA3z_kSUt4IZqkv0/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

 
Step 5: Making the Bid to Engage 

● A bid can and should be quite small at first….it can be a look, a touch, a gesture, 
and in some cases, a comment (e.g., affirmation of the emotion the student is 
demonstrating). 

● Your bid during the peak is just like any other time you want to interact with a 
student. For example, you adjust proximity, make eye contact, establish a joint 
reference to an object, and/or make a statement, gesture, or facial expression to 
represent a feeling. Your bids as you “weather the storm”, however, must be 
simpler and smaller (more manageable for the student receive). 

● You must be willing to experiment with your bids and determine if they are a 
match and/or simple/small enough. Keep in mind, you will likely guess wrong 
many times, so do your best to remember what your bid was, how the student 
responded, and track over time to find a pattern.  

● The student’s response to your bid may also “appear” to be socially unacceptable 
(e.g., they push your hand away, throw an object offered, run from you); 
however, you try to consider their response carefully. Try to determine if they are 
in the smallest way, showing they are ready for some sort of reciprocal 
exchange. For example, you offer a object, they push it away, you pause and 
offer the object again, they pause a bit longer before pushing away). This 
exchange could signify they are accepting your bid and are trying to work with 
you to “get off the red train.”  

 
 
Additional Resources 
Click here to learn more about giving a bid [audio] 
Click here for a discussion about how to “weather the storm” during a transition home 
Click here to read about what to do when a child constantly refuses 
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https://soundcloud.com/kristiepf/free-month-ece-solutionary-membership
https://soundcloud.com/kristiepf/weathering-the-storm-continued
https://prekteachandplay.com/a-rebel-with-a-cause/

